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MESSAGE FROM THE
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
Welcome to the fifth and final edition of the Hobie Fishing
Series Newsletter for 2014. What a fantastic year it’s been...
After a solid year of tournaments, a Hobie Kayak Bass
Championship and the 4th Hobie Fishing Worlds, November
saw us crown Chris Burbidge the new Hobie Kayak Bream
National Champion at South Yunderup in Western Australia.
It was the culmination of a fantastic 2104 Hobie Kayak Bream
Series and a sensational tournament year for Chris. Read the
full report in this issue.
As we move in to the new year, I am incredibly excited 2015
season and I hope to see the participation, and interest grow
throughout the year. Gee up your mates and get them out on
the water with you in the series next year as it’s going to be an
absolute cracker!
Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and I look
forward to seeing you on the water in 2015.
As always thanks to our sponsors, Daiwa Australia, Berkley
Australia (Pure Fishing), Atomic (Frogley’s Offshore),
Lowrance, Rhino-Rack, Power-Pole, Ecogear, StrikePro,
Yamatoyo, Austackle, TT Lures, Hog’s Breath Café and ABT.
Without their continued support it simply would not be possible
to run events of this calibre.

Steve Fields
Tournament Director
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BUMPER SUMMER

TACKLE BOX
ATOMIC’S NEW COLOURS
Atomic have introduced a range of new colours across the
estuary lure range including surface lures. After extensive
testing by the Atomic team, these new lures have been
proven in the field and include Silver Wolf and Gold Wolf
patterns which are extremely lifelike. The silver wolf gives
off an impossibly true blue silver colour in the water while
the Gold Wolf will be perfect for estuary anglers as well
as bass fishermen targeting damns where fish feed on
goldfish.
The other two new colours, Tristos Ramjet and Tristos
Eagles have been designed by tournament angler and
AFC competitor Tristan Taylor. Field testing has also
been positive on these new colours with flathead, bream,
estuary perch and jungle perch all being landed during
field testing. There are four new colours in total.
More info at: http://www.atomiclures.com.au

GORILLA METALS NEW COLOUR

No matter what you are chasing, having a few metals in your
tackle box is a must. These versatile lures can cover a range
of species and be worked at a variety of depths making them a
very handy addition to your fishing.
Gorilla, an Australian company has been making metals for
years now and produces a variety of sizes from 15 all the
way up to 120 grams. These lures are specially weighted to
produce a long casting lure, which swims well at a variety of
speeds and retrieves. Gorillas have a unique design making
them perfect as a dual-purpose metal slug. Not only can they
be cast and retrieved, these lures have also proved deadly as a
“bay jigging” lure when retro fitted with Gamakatsu G Stinger
assist hooks and vertically jigged. Their unique flutter action
makes them irresistible to all popular table species.
Up until now they have been available in a variety of chrome
variations but now they’ve added a glow in the dark colour to
the range. Perfect for kingfish, tuna, mackerel and tailor to
name a few, the Gorilla metals are available at leading tackle
stores.
For more information visit
www.frogleysoffshore.com.au

TT LURES – VECTOR MICRO JIGS
TT Lures design and manufacture their products in
house from start to finish, ensuring a high level of
quality and a finished product that stands up to hard
hitting and hard fighting Aussie species. This reputation
has led to numerous requests from anglers for a range
of TT Lures micro jigs and in turn the development of
the Arrow and Vector series of micro jigs.
Tested and proven on a range of reef and pelagic
species, Vector jigs have a seductive fall and are
designed to be worked vertically or cast and retrieved
using a variety of retrieve techniques from a slow lift to
a high speed burn. This versatility, combined with the
range of available sizes, ensures that the Vector Jig has
you covered for Australia’s most popular jigging target
species.
The quality components and hand painted finish,
realistic 3D eye and chemically sharpened, heavy-duty
Mustad hooks stand the Vector Jig apart from lesser
quality jigs.
Available in 15, 25, 40 and 60g, with a SRP of $14.95 (15
& 25g), $15.95 (40g) and $16.95 (60g), with 5 colours in
the range.
More info at www.ttlures.com.au
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TACKLE BOX
BERKLEY POWERBAIT 3” TWITCH TAIL MINNOW

NAVICO LAUNCHES GO FREE

A new minnow design in Berkley’s winning
Powerbait lineup, the Berkley Powerbait
Twitchtail Minnow features a unique thin
tail that delivers continuous, lifelike action.

Navico Launches Go Free, a powerful MFDbased store that delivers software updates,
mapping and more while on the water

Perfect for finesse situations,it comes
to life with the slightest twitch of the rod.
Each Twitchtail Minnow is also loaded with
Berkley’s exclusive Powerbait scent and
flavor formula, which causes fish to hold
on 18x longer, so you can feel more bites
and set more hooks.
Available in a range of Berkley’s proven
colors, the Berkley Powerbait Twitchtail
Minnow drives fish crazy.
RRP $8.95 For more information visit
berkley-fishing.com.au

1307396 CLEAR GOLD SHINER

1307396 CLEAR GOLD SHINER

1307396 CLEAR GOLD SHINER

1307396 CLEAR GOLD SHINER

• New minnow design featuring a tail with
action that is irresistible to both bass,
bream and more
• New tail design enhances jigging and
dropshotting

1307396 CLEAR GOLD SHINER

• Exclusive PowerBait scent and flavor
1307396 CLEAR GOLD SHINER

With the launch of Navico’s new GoFree Shop
in early 2015, boaters and anglers will soon be
able to download highly detailed Insight Genesis
contour maps directly to select sonar/GPS
chartplotters onboard their boats. They will also
be able to upload sonar logs directly from the
water to the Insight Genesis Cloud.
An industry-first innovation, GoFree Shop will
revolutionize the way boaters get mapping
content for compatible Lowrance, Simrad and
B&G chartplotters. Not only will you be able to
download and immediately use Genesis maps
via the GoFree Shop, you will also be able to
purchase, download and use all Insight and
select 3rd-party maps previously available only
at retail stores or via download to a land-locked
computer. Map data purchased via the GoFree
Shop will be downloaded to an SD card inserted
into your chartplotter.

In addition to the introduction of GoFree Shop
on the MFD’s, the new GoFree Shop website
will be launched which will support GoFreebranded content giving customers the choice
of downloading charts and software from the
comfort of home.
For more information on GoFree, the GoFree
Shop, the GoFree App or the entire line of Navico
marine electronics, please contact:
1300 NAVICO in Australia and 0800 4 NAVICO in
New Zealand.
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TACKLE BOX
STRIKE PRO SFC FLUOROCARBON
Strike Pro ‘SFC’ Special Formula
Coated Fluorocarbon leader is 100%
fluorocarbon construction.
Its Special Formula Coating offers
superior abrasion resistance, very high
knot strength and its low stretch core
aids in bite detection.

STRIKE PRO SPRAT STICK
Virtually invisible underwater, fast
sinking, and is precision parallel
wound on the spool, which eliminates
damage to the fluorocarbon and
allows the line to lay flat for precise
presentation.
Strike Pro ‘SFC’ Fluorocarbon is
a premium quality Fluorocarbon
from Japan at very affordable price.
It comes in a 50 Metre spool and is
available in Sizes 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15
& 20lb.
Visit www.jurofishing.com

The Strike Pro Sprat Stick is an extra slow
sinking stickbait that has a subtle flutter
on the drop that fish like Bream find
irresistible.
It is ideal for targeting fish that are
holding deeper down over weed beds
and in particular around pylons and boat
hulls. It can even be worked across the
surface walk the dog style by holding the
rod up at a 45 degree angle.
The Sprat Stick is 5cm long, weighs 4.3
grams and comes fitted with Owner
ST36BC Trebles and is available in 12
fantastic colours.
To find out more on the Strike Pro Sprat
Stick including videos on these lures.
Visit www.jurofishing.com

RHINO-RACK
CONDUIT LOCKING END CAPS
Rhino-Rack has designed a new conduit
locking end cap that is going to make your
life easier. Designed to provide maximum
security with their built in Masterkey™
compatible steel locks.
The cover plate includes high quality
internal seals to keep your gear dry and
protected using high impact materials
that have been crash tested to ISO
standard ISO11154:2006.
Made in Australia and with a 5 year
warranty, find out more at:
http://www.rhinorack.com.au/
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TACKLE BOX
HOBIE GEAR KEEPER

DAIWA BLACK LABEL V2 SPIN SERIES

Keep your equipment where you left it; safe
and onboard with a Hobie Gear Keeper.
These low force retractor tools are ideal for
gear such as pliers, fish grips etc. The handy
retractors come in two sizes.

The new Black Label spin series is
innovative and delivers anglers cutting
edge design, unrivaled performance
and price.

The Large Hobie Gear Keeper has a nylon
coated stainless steel cable which expands
and retracts to 91cm and has a breaking
strength of 27kg. It has a stainless steel spring
and hardware with a durable plastic snap clip.
The Small Hobie Gear Keeper has a spectra
nylon line which also expands and retracts to
91cm in length and has a breaking strength
of 22.5kg. It has a plastic snap clip and a 3/8”
quick connect split ring.
To locate your
nearest dealer go to
www.hobiecat.com.au/dealers

A PERFECT BLANK
The Black Label utilizes some of Daiwa’s
most advanced blank technologies to
create a rod series that is refined, rugged
and indestructible.
HVF carbon is where is begins with Daiwa’s
low resin, high strength and density
carbon creating a blank that is stripped
of unwanted weight to make it incredibly
light, sensitive and responsive.
X45 and Bias Wrap technologies eliminate
blank distortion and twist to fully unleash
the maximum power and performance of
the blank.

3DX increases the power and eliminates
blank twist and collapse, and allows the
rod’s power to be located at the lower
section of the rod for more power and less
angler fatigue.
GOOD GUIDE
Black Label features cutting edge
Fuji guides.
Unmatched in style,
quality and function, Fuji SIC guides
enhance
blank
performance
for
optimum casting distance, accuracy,
and control.
HOLD THIS
Daiwa’s legendary Surround Hold Reel
seats provide a seamless connection
between rod and reel, while cork and EVA
grips align perfectly with the reel seat to
provide unrivaled control and feel.
A blend of Daiwa’s latest advanced
designs the new generation Black Label
spin series is state of the art technology
blended with precision, performance,
and that exclusive Black Label elegance.
Class meets strength and refinement in
true Daiwa style.
daiwafishing.com.au
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BUMPER SUMMER

TACKLE BOX
DRAGON MAGGOT

MIMIX GRASSPOPPER

Maggot is the perfect worm imitation with
extremely long, waving tail.

Grasspopper is not an
ordinary popper lure that you’ve
ever seen before, realistically designed
and hand-painted after the grasshopper, it
has best of both world, great look! Great action!

We recommend two most effective ways of
fishing with Dragon MAGGOT. The first is
the classic, aggressive playing on heavy jig
head. The lure should be started from the
bottom with high speed and then fall down
on the straight, tight line. In the second
method we retrieve the lure quite slowly,
it should almost not loose contact with the
bottom. Sand and silt particles will attract
predators attention. Bites are often quite
delicate, so it’s recommended to watch the
rod tip at all time. The weight of jig head
for this way of fishing should not be too
big, all what we need is to feel contact with
the bottom.
Size Available: 2” / 2.5” / 3” / 4”
Package: 20pcs/ 15pcs/ 8pcs/ 8pcs
RRP: $9.5/ $9.5/ $6.95/ $9.5
http://www.jml.net.au

Besides the great action, The Grasspopper has a
special “antennae attached that make it even look
more unreal! The Grasspopper comes with 60 mm in
length and weighting at 9.0 g.
With special body shape and cup design, the MIMIX –
Grasspopper can be used with short and fast twitch.
With a slight line slack and pause in between twitch,
the Gasspopper produces deep and loud pop sounds.
You certainly need to consider MIMIX – Grasspopper
when you are looking out for small popper bait with big
action!
Length: 60mm
Weight: 9g
Hook Size: 6
RRP $23.95
http://www.jml.net.au
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BREAM SERIES AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP

MANDURAH

CHRIS BURBIDGE FROM VICTORIA CROWNED 2014 HOBIE® KAYAK
BREAM SERIES AUSTRALIAN CHAMPION!

The 2014 Hobie Kayak Bream Australian
Championship presented by Daiwa was
held from the 21st to the 23rd of November.
48 of Australia’s best kayak anglers
descended on the Western Australian
fishery of South Yunderup to compete for
the prized title of the“Hobie Kayak Bream
Series Australian Champion”.
The championship kicked off on Friday the
21st with the Lowrance Navigation Day.
Anglers sounded the arena for the first
time in their fully rigged Hobie Cat factory
supplied, Pro-Angler 12’s. Timber, snags,
canals, boat hulls and flats, provided
something for everyone as the competitors
mapped the area with their Lowrance
Elite–5 CHIRP sounders.
Day one results saw Daniel Brown (NSW)
in 1st place with 3/3 bag for 2.34kg, in 2nd
was Brett Ozanne (WA) with 3/3 for 1.87 kg
and Chris Burbidge was sitting in 3rd with
3/3 for 1.67kg.
Going into day two, conditions switched.
Overcast skies, occasional rain and
winds up to 25kmh rolled in which would
hopefully turn on the bite. Brown sat
nervously at the Power-Pole start line
with only 370g lead over his nearest rival
but as the morning progressed for many,
including Brown, the fish refused to strike.

Burbidge had ventured up river and
was rewarded for his efforts. Most who
ventured that way came home with full
bags at the end of day two. Perhaps it
was the pod of dolphins smashing bream
in the snags that provided a clue to their
location.
As the grand finalists waited patiently for
weigh in, Burbidge stood at the Berkley
Bump Tub watching as angler after angler
went up on stage. Finally, it was his turn to
walk down the Rhino-Rack Runway to the
stage in front of the 200 strong crowd.
As he took the “Hot Seat”, (the seat on the
stage reserved for the current leader),
Burbidge looked on as Brett Ozanne came
up on stage for the final weigh-in of the
tournament.
Ozanne needed a bag weight of 1.4kg to
take the title. His three bream, mostly
taken in the canal just 1.2km west of the
Daiwa Event Site, fell just short at 1.25kg
and Burbidge pumped his fist in the air,
ecstatic with his victory. After a great
year including three Hobie Kayak Bream
Series tournament wins, the Australian
Championship title was now rightfully his.
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MANDURAH
BREAM SERIES AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP

After the presentation Burbidge offered
his thoughts on his performance.

“When the tournament got off to a
start on Saturday, I didn’t think I had
done enough but I ended up in third
place. I just did what I know to do
around structure, which is to use deep
diving hard bodies and little 40mm
vibes.”
“Today I started off with exactly the
same lures and all I was getting were
those Spangled Grunter or whatever
they are called. I was starting to hit
the panic button so I went up the river
and ended up putting on a purple
vibe in desperation. Three casts later
I was into my first fish and it just
went on from there, slow rolling it,
fishing structure, fishing drop offs.
It didn’t matter what I was casting at
I was hooking fish. The vibe did the
job for me again, it turned out to be a
fantastic day.”

WINNING TACKLE

• Rod: Duff H2O 7ft

then after a pause and a twitch and THE TOP TEN ON THE LOWRANCE
LEADERBOARD
they jumped all over it.

• Braid: Sunline 8lb

I’m absolutely stoked I came second. 1. Chris Burbidge VIC 3.27kg
Better than I could have hoped and to
2. Brett Ozanne WA 3.12kg
do it for WA, I’m absolutely rapt”.

• Leader: FC Rock 6lb

TACKLE USED

3. Michael Maas QLD 3.06kg

• Lure: Gladiator Vibe in purple

• Rod: Nitro Vapor 6ft, 6ft 6”

4. Shane Owens WA 3.06kg

WINNING WAYS
A purple vibe, slow rolled, fishing
structure, fishing drop offs. It didn’t
matter what I was casting at I was
hooking fish.

• Reel: Shimano Stradic Ci4+, 			
Rarenium Ci4+

5. Clark Wilson VIC 2.77kg

• Reel: Daiwa Luvias 2004

• Braid: Daiwa sensor
• Leader: 6lb FC
• Lure: Atomic Cranks

BRETT OZANNE HOLDS ON TO SECOND
FOR WA WITH THREE PLACED IN THE
TOP TEN

Western Australian angler Brett
Ozanne held on to second place with
a quality bag on day two after sticking
to the same technique all weekend. He
worked an Atomic Crank in Ghost Gill
over the flats, kicking up dirt here and
there, to get the fish’s attention and

6. Stewart Dunn NSW 2.71kg
7. Matt Petrie VIC 2.60kg
8. John Sorrell WA 2.50kg
9. Jim Barrie NSW 2.44kg
10. Justin Dingwall VIC 2.41kg

MICHAEL MAAS NETS THIRD FOR QLD
Third place went to Queenslander
Michael Maas from North Gold Coast
who pitched a 2 ½” Damiki D Grub on
3lb leader into the timber with great
success upgrading 20 legals through
out the day to climb from 7th for a spot
on the podium.

HOG’S BREATH CAFE BOSS HOG BIG BREAM
Daniel Brown (NSW) and Jim Barrie
(NSW) tied for the largest fish of the
competition with both weighing in bream
at 1.06kg. Brown landed his on a Z Man
Grubz 2 ½ “ Bloodworm on a I/28 heavy
Jighead while Barrie nabbed his on a
Cranka, Spotted Crab.

A total of 144 Black Bream with a
total weight of 68.83kg were caught
and released with many being tagged
by RecFishWest (the peak body
representing the interests of 740,000
recreational fishers in Western
Australia) to aid in the sustainability
of the system promoting fishing as an
enjoyable and sustainable pastime.
Thanks to the competitors, the team
from Getaway Outdoors and our
sponsors Daiwa, Berkley, Atomic,
Lowrance, Rhino-Rack, Strike Pro,
Austackle, TT Lures, Yamatoyo,
Ecogear, Power-Pole and Hog’s
Breath Cafe.
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Jim Barrie (Nowra NSW) and
Daniel Brown (Taree NSW) shared
the Hog’s Breath Café Boss Hog
Big Bream award. Both caught a
1.06kg kicker. Brown took his fish
on day one with a Z Man Grubz 2
1/2” Bloodworm on a 1/28 Heavy
and Barrie brought his home on day
two using a Cranka Crab.
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HOBIE APPAREL
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TWO FANTASTIC SHIRTS HAVE BEEN DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR THE LARGE HOBIE
FISHING FRATERNITY, THE ALL NYLON HOBIE TEAM FISHING SHIRT AND THE 100%
POLYESTER HOBIE FISHING JERSEY. BOTH STYLES ARE LIGHTWEIGHT, EXTREMELY
COMFORTABLE AND SUITABLE FOR BOTH MALE AND FEMALE ANGLERS. CHECK OUT
OUR NEW SUNGUARD BUFF, NO MATTER WHAT THE CONDITIONS, THEY ARE DESIGNED
TO PROTECT OUR TEAM OF HOBIE ANGLERS FROM THE WEATHER.

HOBIE FISHING TEAM SHIRT
• unisex sizing
• 100% nylon - quick dry - UPF 30+ - beige colour
• Small cotton embroided Hobie Fishing Team logo on the front and a large
embroided Hobie Fishing Team logo on the back
• Button up front and sleeves, collar, two front pockets with velcro tie down
pocket flaps, sleeve securing points and an air flow back with mesh lining

HOBIE FISHING JERSEY
• unisex sizing
• 100% polyester fully sublimated non fade fabric
• Quick dry - one colour design grey/green/black
• Top zip at front, stand up collar, elasticised cuffs for comfort and
functionality

HOBIE SUN GUARDS
• Sun, cold and wind protection, versatile uses and configurations, orange
to blue with a cool fishing pattern.
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Loaded with features the 2015 Hobie®
Outback is kitted out with the
comfortable Vantage CT seat, it has
increased stability and is loaded with
thoughtful features such as molded-in
rod holders, generous below deck
storage options, and the smooth Twist
and Stow rudder. The versatile Outback
is ready for your next outdoor adventure.
The MirageDrive® has revolutionised
kayak angling by allowing you to fish as
you pedal the kayak with your feet. Now
with Glide Technology, resistance is
further reduced, giving you more power
per stroke for a smoother, more efficient
ride than ever before.
Find out more at hobiecat.com.au
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HOBIE FISHING NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
For an in depth update on everything that’s happening within the
Hobie Kayak Fishing tournament scene and more, subscribe to the
newsletter and have it delivered, direct to your inbox, every month!
Don’t forget, you can also download past issues and catch up on
everything that’s happened so far.

GRAB YOUR PAST ISSUES NOW

